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MASTER
at WORK
There’s no stopping Slaithwaite interior designer
Lynsey Ford. Here, she discusses winning on the BBC,
juggling motherhood and her local inspiration

I

By BETHAN ANDREWS

t’s been a pretty big year for Slaithwaitebased interior designer and architect Lynsey
Ford. Rewind one year ago and Ford was
being crowned winner of BBC’s Interior
Design Masters (IDM). In fact, as the final
was being aired on the television, Ford was
also welcoming her baby girl Poppy into
the world. And the prize for winning the
TV show? A contract designing one of the
rooms at the renowned Another Place hotel
in Ullswater. So, off the back of her win and
with baby in tow, Ford got stuck straight
into designing the space. Clearly, she is not one for
resting on her laurels. But being a dreamcatcher is
something that Ford has always been. From getting
her first job in an architects at the age of 16, before
training as an architect herself and following her heart
all around the world to work, heading off to places
like Australia, Canada, South Africa and Uganda.
She likes to push herself, that much is evident, and
it was Ford’s unique way of allowing classical design
and modern twists to co-exist that saw her win the
TV show, and the way she combined upcycling with
antique finds and bold ideas to create contemporary

masterpieces. It’s something that is evident in her own
home, and in the holiday let Ford and her husband
recently built in the garden of their Slaithwaite
abode. So, as traditional maternity leave certainly
isn’t something that Ford has had, what has 2022
looked like for her so far? “I never really managed to
stop working, but I’ve worked a different way. When
Poppy has been awake, I’ve been with her and still
able to have that quality time with her,” she says. “I
used the time at home to convert part of our shed
holiday let into a studio, which has been fantastic.”
For Ford, being back in the heart of Yorkshire
running her business means that the community
around her is central to what she does. It’s no surprise,
then, that she’s found a new love for commercial work
and, in particular, in working with local independent
businesses to help their vision come alive. “I’m
really enjoying doing more commercial projects,
and that’s the way I think I’m going,” she smiles.
“I’ve been doing people’s homes in some way for 20
years, it’s nice to work with something that combines
my architecture and interior design. The commercial
stuff really excites me and I think you can be a bit
more bold and creative. It’s so lovely working with
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someone setting up their new business and helping
them achieve their dreams. It’s often the case that
they have this concept in their head, but they don’t
know how to create the surroundings to match the
excitement they have in their head for the business.”
Ford tells me how she feels that independent
business is coming through more and more
since the pandemic and after lockdown. “People
love to stay local now and support that,” says
Ford. “It’s such a great thing to be involved
with and there’s a real sense of community.”
Championing Yorkshire is important to Ford, too.
We chat about how exciting it is to put Yorkshire
on the map since IDM, and how nice it is to move
the focus away from the capital into the county
for a change. As part of this, Ford likes to utilise
the incredible talent that is on the doorstep and
works with amazing local businesses to see her
designs through to fruition. One of those companies
is Huddersfield-based Daval, who Ford worked
with on her winning Another Place design and
on her own studio, too. “I like to use local trades
and also loads of local antique shops,” she says.
But where does she get her interiors inspiration
from? “I get a lot of inspiration from my travels and
from living in different countries, I liked watching how
people lived,” says Ford. “I do lots of walking and love
the countryside out here in Slaithwaite, the nature
inspires me. When you’re out exposed in the fields
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and the hills, it makes me think about the proportion
of our bodies in relation to outdoor space, so I always
like to bring the outdoors in and incorporate nature.”
As Ford chats me through her favourite places in
Yorkshire, I can’t help but wonder whether there is
anywhere in particular that she really loves for its
design. Turns out there is, and it’s a place that just
keeps on cropping up as everyone’s favourite at the
moment. “The Piece Hall is really nice, it’s amazing
what they’ve done there. It’s got such a good buzz to it
because of the way it has been designed,” she enthuses.
As we wrap up chatting, she’s rushing off to
film a top-secret TV project. “I never saw more
TV work happening,” laughs Ford. “I went into
IDM very naively I think, some people already
had agents and I still don’t have one! To have a job
where I can work for myself, but my business can
do anything from architecture and interiors on
Grand Designs-esque houses to working on TV,
IDM has really changed my life. I feel really lucky
for all the opportunities that have come my way.”
Ford tells me how excited she is to grow the design
business now Poppy is in nursery, and to see more
of her designs in situ in places such as Another
Place Hotel. “Design for me is all about how it makes
people feel, and I love hearing from and seeing
people use the space I’ve designed,” she smiles.
“The best bit about interior design and architecture
is when you see people’s faces using the space. You can
change someone’s feeling with the way you design a
space.” Perhaps what’s most exciting for the people of
Yorkshire is that Ford is planning to sell her beautifully
designed home and move into the holiday let they
created. Keep your eyes peeled on Rightmove…
lynseyforddesign.co.uk
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